Business Relocation
Business technology
relocation guide
Save time & money with our
Business Technology Relocation Guide
At some stage most business’s move. To grow,
to save, go to more suitable accommodation
or simply because the lease is up and there’s
no option to stay.
The move can be stressful so it is important to
ensure the entire moving process is as efficient
as possible so your company can quickly return
to doing business. These are Next Telecom’s
Top 5 Moving tips for business.
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Next Telecom Business Relocation

Next Telecom’s PBX, connectivity
& IT Relocation guide

How to plan your technology for your new office
Next Telecom is aware of the pain that poorly planned and deployed ICT and

telecommunications can inflict when you move office so we have prepared this guide to help!

Using this guide will help ensure your network,
Internet, and telephony relocation is as smooth
as possible and minimise the likelihood of
business disruption.

Next Telecom has been assisting
Australian Business’s successfully
relocate since 2004.

Our experience in relocating Phone, PBX
and technology systems gives us a deep
understanding of the potential challenges
and important things to keep in mind when
relocating technology.
Once we help you plan your move, Next
Telecom is able to partner with you on the
organisation, installation and deployment
of your telecommunications & technology
relocation.
Contact the Next Telecom Team to talk
to an Australian based relocation expert
on 1300 00 NEXT (6398).
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Before you relocate
Are essential data services
available at your new site?
Business’s are now critically reliant on their
data services. Imagine signing a lease for
your large office and finding your are
limited to standard NBN.

The availability of data will play a vital role in the
selection of your future sites. A Next Telecom
site Connectivity assessment will provide you
a summary of available Business Grade Data
services at your proposed sites before you
sign a lease.

Before you decide on a new site
contact Next Telecom and get a site
connectivity review.

Using our unique network interrogation tool, we
can scan all the major Australian data networks
and provide you with a written site qualification
detailing the available networks, services, speeds
and technology types. It’s free and typically takes
around 1 hour to complete.
Our site connectivity assessment will advise
you of the NBN technology available along
with a summary of available on ON Net Fibre
Networks, Available bandwidths and an initial
costs summary.

Provide Next Telecom with your new
site address details to get your fast Site
Connectivity review. Get 7 networks
checked with a single click.

Lead time is critical to success
Once you have settled on your new locations
building lead time into your relocation plan
increase the likelihood of success and limits
the chances of business disruption.
You may, or may not, be surprised with how many
clients contact Next Telecom to tell us they are
moving the next week and if we can get their
phones and PBX and data relocation moved.
Ok thanks for that. Righto. But you can hear a pin
drop when we tell them that they may be without
any connectivity for a 2-6 weeks while we get
everything organised.

Building in enough time in your schedule
for the installation of new services is
critical to the success of your relocation.

Relocating Business Grade data is nothing like
buying a fridge and just plugging it in. Business
Grade data connections are complex services
with many moving parts, that often take longer
than the prescribed relocation times due to a
myriad of reasons including, sites needing an
unforeseen network upgrade, insufficient lead
in capacity, commercial works needing council
approval.
The list is long but the critical message is give
enough lead time to cover these contingencies.
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Service delivery timeframes
Cancellation of old services
Not only do you need to arrange new services
at your new site, but cancellation of your old
services once you move out.
Timing on this point is critical and having a trusted
adviser or partner to manage this for you relieves
the pain and potential for wasted expenditure.
In some cases it may be possible to relocate
your services with no penalty and no installation
charges. In other cases, particularly if your in a
contract, relocation of services may be costly.
Next Telecom is able to assist with reviewing your
contracts to see how any penalty can be reduced
or removed.

Many business take the opportunity while
moving to change their traditional legacy
PBX Systems and Phone lines to Digital
IP telephony.

In addition to dramatically reduced costs,
IP telephony offers significant flexibility and
dramatically increased functionality over
tradition phone lines.
If you have numbers or services with another
provider Next Telecom can help port those
numbers to a new technology platform likes
Teams Calling , Hosted PBX or ON Prem IPBX Bust
act early ahs 100 Number DID ranges can take
up to 12 weeks to port.
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Lead times for Phone & Internet services
Product

Typical lead time

Standard NBN

10-20 business days

Fibre Internet

20-60 business days

Teams Calling

1-20 business days

Hosted PBX

1-20 business days

Relocate on Prem PBX

10-30 business Days

Arrange new local
numbers

1-10 business days

Arrange new On Site
Cabling

10-30 business days

New VC hardware
Installation

20-60 business days

Install New Wireless
Access Points

20-60 business days

Number porting single
numbers

2-10 business days

Number porting 100
number range

8-12 weeks

Cancel Old NBN

10-20 business days

Cancel Old Fibre
Internet

30 business days
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Are your numbers
important?
Relocating Numbers? Not a problem.
Most business want to retain their existing
numbers. With IP Telephony, MS Teams Calling
or Hosted PBX, the geographic location becomes
irrelevant, Being tied to the Telstra exchange is
a thing of the past.
By using Microsoft Teams Calling in Office
365 or Hosted PBX, Your business numbers
can be used in any location

Using Teams Calling delivers added values over a
traditional PBX with Video meetings and Calls, Files
Sharing and Web Chat in addition to the phone
system.
If your advertised number is a 13/1300/1800 service
then number relocations are simple and can be
managed with 24hrs lead time. In this case we
arrange new numbers at your new site and then
point the 13/1300/1800 number to the new site
when required.

Cloud or on-site
IT hardware
Do you really need that server?
If you have onsite server, an office relocation
could be the time to consider moving storage
and servers into the cloud so all you need
is a data connection to run the business.
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Having an on site server has costs involved that
don’t apply to Cloud based servers. In addition
Cloud based applications and servers have far
greater levels of built in redundancy than most
SMEs can facilitate or afford. Aside from built in
redundancy and offering a flexible Decentralised
work environment (work from anywhere)
relocating Email, storage and other applications
to the cloud could offer substantial cost benefits
in Capex and Opex.
Moving the Cloud based solutions can also
enhance business back up and security.

Most cloud services are offered from secure
Data Centres mirrored in several states and
even mirrored in several countries, minimising
the risk of data loss.
Next Telecom can provide guidance on the benefits
of moving to Cloud applications and storage.
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Making the most of
your new office space
Optimising your new location
When you have the floor plan for the new
office so you can start planning the layout.
With it, you will need to accurately map out
the locations of:
• Power outlets
• Phone handsets
• Desk and workstations
• IT equipment including routers, firewalls,
switches, modems and printers
• Eftpos, High Caps and other POS equipment
• Planning WIFI access Point locations
• Video Conferencing equipment placement
• Virtual meeting rooms and break out loactions
Phone Systems, Technology and connectivity
devices require adequate ethernet and power
cabling to work, so consider the IT requirements
for each staff member and hardware item.
If the new office doesn’t have sufficient cabling
in place, then additional time may be required
for installation so its best to get this checked
and done before the move.
This could also be a good opportunity to back
up your business data and critical documents
to a secure, offsite location.
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Phone, network & security checklist
BUSINESS IT & PHONE RELOCATION CHECKLIST
Task

Owner

Safe lead time

Complete data

Determine what equipment & technology will be relocated

4 months

/

/

Determine what data networks are available at the new site

4 months

/

/

3-5 months

/

/

Will internal data cabling or lead in be required?

2 months

/

/

Will number porting be required to new technology or provider?

3 months

/

/

10 days

/

/

1-2 months

/

/

Place order for New PBX &/or relocation

1 month

/

/

Will you have inhoiuse capability to relocate any hardware
or systems?

1 month

/

/

Is Power supply available in suitable locations?

2 months

/

/

Does new site have adequate cabling in place for data
networks, PBX and WAP

2 months

/

/

Is cabling in place for Phone, WIFI, Fax, and another other
network hardware?

2 months

/

/

Will existing network cyber security be suitable going
forward - Review and arrange new if required.

2 months

/

/

Will a Wireless Access network be required? Order Hardware
& arrange cabling if required

2 months

/

/

Will current data storage/servers be relocated?
Arrange specialist for back up and relocation

2 months

/

/

1 month

/

/

If data network build is required order ASAP

Will answer point for any inbound 13/1300/1800 numbers
need to be changed?
Review existing PBX consider change to Teams Calling or Hosted PBX

List services that are redundant and need to be disconnected

WEEK PRIOR CHECKLIST
Task

Owner

Complete data

Checklist items

/

/

Check Data network is active and completed UAT

/

/

Confirm all data cabling and power supply is in place

/

/

Confirm Number porting if required will be completed.

/

/

Confirm any PBX, Network, Security or WAP hardware is installed and in place

/

/

IT Support booked and on site for day of move?

/

/

Telco support is booked and available for day of move?

/

/
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